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4 Posizioni indicati 

 by ZoeShuttleworth   

Koh Samui 

Koh Samui brings authentic Thai flavors served with a modern twist to the

heart of Frankfurt. The dishes here are prepared with a light hand,

imbibing each plate with flavor and characteristic spice minus the

heaviness that comes with adding too much oil. It's the addition of fresh

herbs like coriander, kaffir lime, and mint that adds that extra pop of

flavor. A fast favorite with locals, Koh Samui is also great for visitors,

offering a multi-lingual menu highlighting dishes like yam nua, gaeng ped,

and khao pad jee. An extensive vegetarian menu is available too.

 +49 69 29 2828  www.kohsamui24.net/  eat@kohsamui24.net  Große Friedberger Strasse

32, Francoforte

 by ugod   

Aroma 

"Best Falafel"

Aroma is a small eatery that specializes in budget-friendly Middle Eastern

fare. The place is always busy with people stopping by for a quick bite on

the go. From delicious falafel wraps to generously sized platters, the food

is simple but oh so delicious. Service is prompt and friendly, ensuring a

great dining experience from start to finish. Favorites include the

shawarma sandwich and the falafel platter.

 +49 69 2571 7546  Oeder Weg 80, Francoforte

 by stevendepolo   

La Bouche 

"A Healthy Bite!"

If you're into eating healthy and have had your diet disturbed by all the

schnitzel and bratwurst Frankfurt am Main has to offer, you are sure to

relish a visit to La Bouche. The food is organic-healthy and tasty in equal

parts. Vegans, vegetarians and those who require lactose and gluten-free

food also have reason to rejoice, for this restaurant truly has something

for everyone. Whether you're in the mood for Japanese, Mallocan,

Moroccan or Ayurvedic food, you will find it here. Organic salami

sandwiches, pumpkin curry soup with bread, hamburgers with organic

beef and curry sauce are a few of the gastronomic delights awaiting you.

 +49 69 9519 6382  labouche-ffm.de/  Kleiststraße 39, Francoforte

 by Jeremy Keith   

Savory 

"Healthy & Tasty!"

To find a restaurant that serves healthy fast food is a rarity, but Savory

most definitely belongs in that minority. You will find no non-vegetarian

items here; the vegetarian offerings are organic, and all the packaging

used is environmentally friendly. Breakfast is possibly the most popular

meal, but you can even stop by later for some delicious pizzas,

sandwiches, burgers and more. Those with a sweet tooth are sure to be
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delighted by the cupcakes on offer.

 +49 69 7422 3160  www.savory-frankfurt.de/  info@savory-frankfurt.de  Burgfriedenstraße 2,

Francoforte
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